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AP-2A - Threat of or Actual Introduction of a Flammable Substance 
into the Wastewater System 

AP 
Summary: 

This Action Plan applies to the intentional introduction of a flammable substance into the 
wastewater system.  A flammable substance is any gasoline, benzene, naptha, solvent, fuel oil, 
kerosene or any liquid, solid, or gas that would cause or tend to cause flammable or explosive 
conditions to result in the wastewater collection or treatment system.  The flammable substance 
could be introduced at any point within the system, including sewage lines, treatment facilities, or 
pump stations.  The adversary may or may not give notice, identify the flammable substance, or 
provide the location where the substance was put in the system.  Introduction of the flammable 
substance may have actually occurred or it may be a hoax. 

Initiation 
and 
Notification: 

1. Initiate this AP if any of the following has occurred: 

Witness Account: 
• A witness reports that he or she has seen someone put a 

large quantity of a flammable substance into the system.  
Direct Notification by Perpetrator: 

• Verbal Threat  
• Threat in Writing 

Notification by Law Enforcement: 
• Suspicious Activity 
• Threat Made  
• Law enforcement agencies have discovered crucial 

evidence or apprehended a suspect that has provi ded 
information about a flammable substance being put into 
the wastewater system. 

Notification by News Media: 
• Threat Delivered to News Media 
• Media Discovers Threat 

Unusual Wastewater Monitoring Parameters: 
• LEL or other combustible gas monitoring system alarm (if 

plant is equipped for on-line monitoring) 
• Unexpected monitoring or sampling results 
• Strange odor (gasoline, kerosene, alcohol, acetone, other 

volatiles), color or appearance (an oily sheen on the 
surface of the wastewater) 

2. Notify the fire department by calling 911 if the situation presents 
an immediate danger to the public. 

3. Notify the Utility Emergency Response Manager or Alternate 
immediately. 

4. If a threat has been made to the utility, or if a witness has seen 
suspicious activity that has been reported to the utility, the Utility 
Emergency Response Manager or Alternate will report the 
incident to local law enforcement.  

5. Initiate sampling to determine extent of problem. 
 

Use this AP if you receive 
any incident warning (see 
types of warnings to left) 
indicating possible 
introduction of a flammable 
substance into the 
wastewater system. 
 
The individual who first 
notices or receives the 
threat warning should 
immediately contact police 
and / or the fire department 
by calling 911.  After the 
proper emergency response 
authorities have been 
contacted, the Utility 
Emergency Response 
Manager should be alerted. 

Equipment 
Identified: 

 
Equipment  Location 

Lower Explosive Limit (LEL) Meter / 
Combustible Gas Detector or 
Organic Vapor Analyzer 
  
Composite Liquid Waste Sampler 
(Coliwasa) 
 
Grab Sampling Device (one liter 
caged bottle sampler) 

  

This equipment is available 
to assist in the execution of 
this AP. 
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AP-2A - Threat of or Actual Introduction of a Flammable Substance 
into the Wastewater System 

caged bottle sampler) 
 

Laboratory-supplied sample 
containers (clean 250 ml. Glass 
wide-topped containers) 
 

Ice chests / ice for sample storage / 
shipping 
 

Equipment and PPE for confined 
space entry  
 

Equipment to open sewer manholes 
 

Sample logs 
 

Chain-of-Custody forms  
Specific 
Activities: 

  

I.  Assess 
the Problem 

A. Complete the following Threat Warning Report Forms 
(found in Appendix X) according to the type of Threat 
Warning received: 

• Security Incident Report Form  

• Witness Account Report Form  

• Phone Threat Report Form (to be filled out during 
actual phone call) 

• Written Threat Report Form  

B. Complete Threat Evaluation Worksheet (found in 
Appendix XX). 

C. Evaluate Threat Evaluation Worksheet and determine if 
threat is possible.   

If YES, perform Response Steps 1 – 4 below. 

If NO, return to normal operations. 

D.  If the threat is possible and poses significant danger to public 
safety, activate the ERP and consider initiating partial or full 
activation of the utility’s Emergency Operations Center (EOC). 

 

Threat Warning Report 
Forms help document, 
organize and summarize 
information about a 
security incident.  The 
individual who discovers 
the incident warning, the 
Utility Emergency 
Response Manager, or 
another designated 
individual may complete 
the form.  Only the form 
that corresponds to the type 
of threat warning needs to 
be completed.  Completion 
of the form should not 
distract emergency 
responders from more 
urgent matters. 

II.  Isolate 
and Fix the 
Problem 

1. Do not disturb site if location could be a possible crime scene.  
Consult Maintaining Crime Scene Integrity Form (found in 
Appendix XXX). 

2. Alert appropriate staff and emergency response personnel 
about threat. 

3. Consider containment / isolation, retention, and/or bypass of 
suspect wastewater. 

4. Determine if sampling of the wastewater collection system is 
necessary. 

If YES, perform Steps 5a – 5t below. 

If NO, perform 6 - 10 below. 

Notification phone numbers 
can be obtained from the 
Organization Contact List 
in Appendix X. 
The immediate operational 
response actions are 
intended to determine if 
immediate sampling of the 
wastewater collection 
system is necessary, 
determine the locations to 
be sampled, and record 
important information 
about any threats that have 
been received. 
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III.  
Monitoring 

5. Initiate Site Characterization Activities: 

a. Determine sampling locations. 

b. Designate sampling team members. 

c. Calibrate sampling meters if necessary. 

d. Conduct preliminary assessment of potential site hazards. 

e. Approach sampling sites and carefully to detect any 
hazards to the characterization team. 

f.     To the extent possible, consistent with the safety of the 
sampling team and with ensuring that samples are 
collected quickly, search for physical evidence (discarded 
containers, evidence that a manhole has been opened, 
etc.).  Consult Maintaining Crime Scene Integrity Form.   

g. Ensure that potential ignition sources are eliminated 
(cigarettes are out, cell phones are off, engines are off, 
etc.).   

h. Use an LEL / Combustible Gas Meter or Organic Vapor 
Analyzer (OVA) to determine if flammable substances are 
present and if an explosive atmosphere exists (20% of the 
LEL).  Take the measurements at 2-inches below the 
manhole lip and again by lowering the probe to just above 
the wastewater’s surface. 

i.     If the LEL, Combustible Gas Meter and / or OVA indicate 
that flammable materials are present in sufficient 
concentration to produce an explosive atmosphere and 
confirm that a flammable substance has been added to the 
system, immediately alert the Utility Emergency Response 
Manager, Fire Department and Police Department (if the 
origin of the flammable substance is the result of an 
intentional attack on the utility) by telephone (stepping 
away and upwind of the sampling location). 

j.     The results of the air sampling with the meter(s) should be 
recorded in a bound sampling log in ink with the date, time, 
location, and names of the sampling personnel.  The 
supervisor of the sampling team should sign each page of 
the log as the sampling results are recorded. 

k. If flammables are present, liquid wastewater samples 
should be collected for evidentiary purposes. 

l.     Confirm whether the act of entering the sampling location is 
a confined space entry (note that lowering a sample probe 
may be considered a confined space entry by your 
wastewater system). 

m. Do not enter a confined space unless absolutely necessary 
to sample.  If confined spaces must be entered, your 
wastewater system’s confined space entry procedures 
must be followed, and only qualified personnel may enter a 
confined space to collect the samples. 

n. Samples should be collected using the Coliwasa sampler 

Site Characterization is 
intended to gather critical 
information to determine 
whether a flammable 
substance has entered the 
system, and, if so, how far it 
has spread. 
 
The determination as to 
whether or not the threat is 
‘credible’ and the decision 
to start sampling activities 
should be made in less than 
one hour from the time the 
threat is deemed ‘possible’. 
 
If signs of a hazard are 
evident during the site 
approach, the sampling 
team should halt their 
approach and immediately 
inform the Utility 
Emergency Response 
Manager of their findings. 
The site may then be turned 
over to the HAZMAT Team. 
 
The Utility Emergency 
Response Manager may 
initiate action to remove 
and / or limit the spread of 
flammable material through 
the system before the site 
characterization has been 
completed. 
 
After the initial analysis is 
complete, the laboratory 
should store the wastewater 
samples for a pre-
determined period of time 
(such as 2 weeks) in case 
additional analysis or 
evidence gathering is 
required. 
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for wastewater depths > 1 foot and the grab sampling 
apparatus for wastewater depths < 1 foot. 

o. As soon as the samples are collected, they should be 
placed in laboratory-supplied, laboratory cleaned sample 
containers, the samples should be held on wet ice and 
chain-of-custody should be initiated. 

p. Sample numbers and appearance (including the presence 
of multiple phases) should be recorded in the sample log. 

q. Close the sampling area.  

r.     Samples should be transported to the laboratory for 
analysis the same day they are collected. 

s. Ensure that Chain-of-Custody is maintained. 

t.     The Laboratory Director should discuss the sampling 
results with the Utility Emergency Response Manager, and 
provide recommendations to continue or end the sampling 
process. 

 
IV.  
Recovery  
and Return 
to Safety 

6. If the utility has a system capable of diverting the wastewater 
from the sewer to a pond or other holding vessel until the 
combustible level falls below 20% of the LEL, this should be 
done immediately. (or) 

7. If the utility has a bypass system, this system should be 
activated until the combustible level falls below 20% of the 
LEL.   

8. Ventilate the system until the combustible level falls to below 
20% of the LEL.  

9. Return to normal operations. 

 

V.  Report 
of Findings 

10.  File incident reports as required. 
The wastewater system’s 
Security Director should 
file an internal report for 
the system’s files, and also 
provide information as 
requested to Local Law 
Enforcement. 

VI.  AP-11 
Revision 
Dates 
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NEWS RELEASE 
New River Wastewater Utility 

August 21, 2004 

KNOWN CONTAMINANT HAS ENTERED NEW RIVER’S SEWER SYSTEM 
New River Residents Should Refrain From Non-Essential Water Use and  

Remain Clear of Barricaded Areas 
 

 
A hazardous solvent material called Trichloroethylene (TCE) has entered the New River wastewater 
collection system at two known locations in the downtown area of the City. 
 
New River Wastewater Utility (NRWU) has issued a “Minimize Non-Essential Water Usage” notice and 
shut down a portion of the sewer system.  City Officials ask that all residents, businesses and 
industries refrain from non-essential water use or activities that result in discharges to the sewer 
system (such as unnecessary toilet flushing, washing machine usage and dishwashing) until further 
notice. 
 
TCE is a colorless liquid, which is used as a solvent for cleaning metal parts. Breathing high levels of 
TCE may cause nervous system effects, liver and lung damage, abnormal heartbeat, coma, and 
possibly death.  New River Residents are advised to avoid contact with all sanitary sewer pipes, 
manholes, and lift stations in the grater New River Area.   
 
The City Emergency Operations Center is activated, and actions are underway to remove the TCE 
from the sewer system. 
 
The “Minimize Non-Essential Water Usage” order will remain in effect until officials from NRWU and 
the City of New River have cleared the wastewater system for normal operations. 
 
The City of New River has set up a 24-hour Hotline for residents to obtain updated information 
regarding this matter.  The Hotline number is (XXX) XXX-XXXX. 
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NEWS RELEASE 
Brighton Beach Wastewater Utility 

August 21, 2004 

 
SEWER FORCE MAIN BREAKS IN SUNSET PALISADES AREA 

Brighton Beach Residents in the vicinity of Sunset Palisades Should Refrain 
from Non-Essential Water Use 

 
Brighton Beach Utility repair crews arrived at Pump Station 302 located at 400 Main Street at 
10:30 AM today in response to a submerged 12-inch sewer force main break. The sewage spill 
was mostly contained as of this afternoon at 3:15 PM, and repairs to the pipeline are underway. 
 
Residents of the affected areas have not lost sewer services, but officials have asked that all 
residents in the Sunset Palisades area of town, refrain from non-essential water use, such as 
unnecessary toilet flushing, washing machine usage and dishwashing until further notice. 
 
Caution signs have been posted at North Brighton Beach asking residents to refrain from all 
recreational uses of the water in including wading, fishing and swimming, until further notice. 
 
Brighton Beach Wastewater Utility has notified the State Department of Health and the State 
Department of Environmental Protection. The County Board of Health is monitoring the 
potential water quality impacts.  Officials will notify the public and remove the warning signs 
when North Brighton Beach is safe for recreational use.  
 
For more information, please contact Brighton Beach Wastewater Utility’s Information Officer at 
(XXX) XXX-XXXX. 
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NEWS RELEASE 
Greenwood Valley Wastewater Utility 

August 21, 2004 

 
NOTICE OF DISCHARGE OF UNTREATED SEWAGE 

 
 

The Town of Greenwood Valley had a discharge of untreated sewage from a pump station located at 
1450 Main Street of approximately 30,000 gallons.  The discharge was first discovered on December 
7, 2004 at 2:00 p.m. and lasted for approximately 5 hours.  The untreated wastewater entered Bear 
Lake through a seasonal streambed. The discharge was the result of an electrical explosion that 
caused the lift station pump motor to become inoperative.  The electrical wiring and pump motor were 
repaired to prevent further discharge.  
 
Greenwood Valley Wastewater Utility contacted health and regulatory agencies about the discharge.  
The Greenwood Valley Parks and Recreation Department has posted signs at the Bear Lake Beach 
and Boat Launch Area warning people not to come in contact with the water.  Utility staff is analyzing 
water samples taken from Bear Lake.  The warning signs will be removed when the water is 
determined to be safe for swimming and boating. 
 
For more information, please contact Greenwood Valley Wastewater Utility’s Public Information Officer 
at (XXX) XXX-XXXX. 
 
 
 
 
 


